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Let’s start with “democracy”

● δημοκρατία (dēmokratia) 
● δῆμος/dēmos: people: Who is and is not 

included in “people”? -> Attention to 
those who have historically been 
excluded, ignored, and erased.

● Κράτος/kratos: rule: What does it mean to 
“rule”? -> Working towards justice for 
everyone.

● Could your school/classroom be such a 
democracy? What does it mean for 
teaching languages/English? Maybe it 
starts with rethinking what we teach.



What would you call this?
Fall 2021, Adult Basic Education program in Finland, class on gender roles, 
multilingual participant “Samira” is from the DRC.

Samira: OK. When when a woman uhm nain- nainen uhm have baby 
dans son [points to stomach] and hän uhm anta maito [points to 
breast] and uh all the night and her baby [cuddling motion] se on on 
near of she and uh uh all of the baby lapset life yes we know that a 
woman uh yes a woman hoitan hyvä. Kiitos.

Teacher: Yes. Thank you. It sounds like you are talking about a 
special bond between mother and baby, äiti ja vauva. Bond, bond, 
like close, they are very close [writes “special bond” and  “close” on 
board], when the vauva is dans le --- mitä se on?

Samira: Uhm ventre? 

Teacher: Yes, thank you. Dans le ventre. In the womb. Kiitos.

??



Translanguaging

● Using a variety of resources we have available 
in our linguistic repertoires, using different 
languages and linguistic resources together to 
communicate and make meaning. 

● Translanguaging is nothing to be fixed. It’s the 
norm of multilingual speakers. It does not 
indicate incomplete knowledge or linguistic 
deficit.

● Translanguaging as a practice
● Translanguaging as a pedagogy
● Translanguaging as a worldview 



Some names, resources, developments … 

Ofelia García

Li Wei

Kate Seltzer

Translanguaging practice 

TL as pedagogy: The 
CUNY-NYSIEB guide to TL

A translanguaging stance

A critical translingual approach

https://www.cuny-nysieb.org
https://www.cuny-nysieb.org


Democracy means critically asking: 
What is a language? 

● Can you define “Norwegian(s)”? Or “English(es)”?
● What’s the difference between a language or a 

dialect? Max Weinreich: “a language is a dialect with 
an army and a navy”.

● What is “no language” (“languageless”) or “half a 
language” (“semilingualism”)? 

● Many named languages were constructed for the 
purpose of maintaining colonial empires or supporting 
nation-building efforts. Many languages are 
maintained via criteria that are based on what 
monolingual white elites (are believed to) use. What is 
being erased? 

● There are no linguistic criteria we can use to define 
languages, or language borders. The reasons for 
doing so are political. 



So: This is actually a good thing.
Fall 2021, Adult Basic Education program in Finland, class on gender roles, 
multilingual participant Samira is from the DRC.

Samira: OK. When when a woman uhm nain- nainen uhm have baby 
dans son [points to stomach] and hän uhm anta maito [points to 
breast] and uh all the night and her baby [cuddling motion] se on on 
near of she and uh uh all of the baby lapset life yes we know that a 
woman uh yes a woman hoitan hyvä. Kiitos.

Teacher: Yes. Thank you. It sounds like you are talking about a 
special bond between mother and baby, äiti ja vauva. Bond, bond, 
like close, they are very close [writes “special bond” and  “close” on 
board], when the vauva is dans le --- mitä se on?

Samira: Uhm ventre? 

Teacher: Yes, thank you. Dans le ventre. In the womb. Kiitos.



Stories of “good” and “bad” languages

Please share a story if you are comfortable. You 
can also share a story you have heard or 
witnessed. No real names please.

https://padlet.com/johannafennserkananen/yh
85a42que4ignss

https://padlet.com/johannafennserkananen/yh85a42que4ignss
https://padlet.com/johannafennserkananen/yh85a42que4ignss


Translanguaging as a political stance …

“is about challenging the nationalistic 
assumptions of named languages and 
raciolinguistic ideologies that contribute to the 
institutionalization of linguistic and social 
inequalities”

“seeks to interrogate and critique the normative 
framing of language and language practices of 
minoritized and racialized bilingual and 
multilingual language users

(Li Wei, 2021, p. 4, my emphasis)



A translanguaging lens for the classroom means …

● Challenging normativity, coloniality, 
nation-state-language ideologies.

● Learning about our students’ linguistic and cultural 
backgrounds and bringing them into the lessons.

● Encouraging the use of students’ languages even if we 
don’t know them.

● Modeling respect and appreciation: “We don’t laugh at 
this.”

● Talking about our language learning and linguistic 
identities.

● Talking about linguistic rights and injustices. Disrupting 
harmful discourses and ideologies.

● Developing languages and language awareness 
strategically and systematically (not just “tolerating TL”).



Translanguaging activities could look like this
● Discuss in all languages, share out in English
● Brainstorm in any language, write in English and Norwegian
● Listen in English, discuss in all languages, complete task (e.g. 

organize/choose/use true/false) in English
● Prepare to present something in any language, present in English
● Present two things in English, compare them in any language, vote 

in English
● Brainstorm in English, write in Norwegian and English
● Read in English, discuss in any language, share out in English
● Write something in your L1 and translate it together into English. 
● Read a text in Norwegian and summarize it in a graphic organizer 

in English. 
● Use multilingual materials (videos, texts, social media content…)
● Ask students about their L1s, encourage output and comparison, 

ask them to find out things they don’t know and report back in 
multiple languages

● Read a short story in English and act it out in all your languages.
● Make multilinguality the norm! Give it time. Expect resistance and 

prepare for it. Reevaluate, discuss, explain. Be flexible but clear 
about your goals. 



Let’s try it out: 
Planning instruction with translanguaging

What experiences with their 
language use have your 
students had? (How could 
you find out?)

E.g. Being praised or 
mocked for a language, an 
accent, or for 
translanguaging. Languages 
being valued or ignored. 
Multilingualism being seen 
as resource or deficit. 

Based on these 
experiences, what would 
be a goals that you have 
for your students this 
year? 

E.g. Students understand 
that not all languages 
are equal, and that this 
has nothing to do with 
the languages 
themselves.



How will you know that learning 
is happening?

E.g.
● Students display curiosity or 

even appreciation rather 
than mocking or denial.

● Students learn to welcome TL 
and actively use it.

● Other languages than the 
“usual suspects” become 
more frequently heard or 
seen.

● Students start asking about 
what is behind linguistic 
discrimination.

How can you modify what you 
do in class to make more 
languages and TL visible and 
accepted?

E.g.
● Encourage multilingual 

language us/TL during 
group work

● Build TL phases into each 
lesson

● Model language 
appreciation

● Support languages you do 
not speak

● Talk about language 
discrimination



It all starts with a new perspective …

We all like fresh and hands-on ideas, but: Give yourself time to think about 
this. Changes of perspective can be slow, are usually not linear, and not 
always comfortable. A new idea or thought can be more powerful than a 
new app or ready-made activity. It’s OK to remain on the abstract level for 
a while, to try out different things, to be wrong, to mull things over … all 
these make you a better teacher!



If you are interested in more… (all open access)
Translanguaging in practice

● Translanguaging guides and website: Translanguaging Resources | CUNY-NYSIEB
● Celic, C. M., & Seltzer, K. (2013). Translanguaging [: A CUNY-NYSIEB Guide for Educators. New York, NY: 

Cuny-Nysieb
● Hesson, S., Seltzer, K., & Woodley, H. H. (2014). Translanguaging in curriculum and instruction: A 

CUNY-NYSIEB guide for educators. New York: CUNY-NYSIEB.
● García, O., Seltzer, K., & Witt, D. (2018). Disrupting linguistic inequalities in US urban classrooms: The role 

of translanguaging. In The multilingual edge of education (pp. 41-66). Palgrave Macmillan, London.
● Seltzer, K., & Wassell, B. (2022). Toward an Antiracist World Language Classroom. Language, 27.
● de Los Ríos, C. V., & Seltzer, K. (2017). Translanguaging, coloniality, and English classrooms: An 

exploration of two bicoastal urban classrooms. Research in the Teaching of English, 55-76.

Language as construct

● Makoni, S., & Pennycook, A. (Eds.). (2007). Disinventing and reconstituting languages (Vol. 62). 
Multilingual Matters. 

● Otheguy, R., García, O., & Reid, W. (2015). Clarifying translanguaging and deconstructing named 
languages: A perspective from linguistics. Applied Linguistics Review, 6(3), 281-307. 

https://www.cuny-nysieb.org/translanguaging-resources/

